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A family-owned company based in Torrente, near

Valencia, SOHER was founded in 1942 by Vicente Simó

Iborra as a small foundry to manufacture bronze

sculptures. Since then, the company, which is currently

run by the third-generation, has turned into a leading

manufacturer of high-end furniture and accessories

and it exports more than 90% of its products to some

50 countries with the Middle East, Russia, Ukraine, USA,

UK and China as key markets.

SOHER creates an eclectic range of furniture and

accessories inspired by European classic styles (Empire,

Isabelline, Neoclassical, mainly) and the Art-Deco with

collections for bedrooms, living rooms, dining rooms

and offices. Thanks to the company’s highly skilled

artisans, who are masters of the techniques of

marquetry, gold-leaf and silver finishes and hand-

chiselling, the firm has managed to elaborate a

recognisable aesthetic that reinterprets styles with new

approaches to forms and materials.

Top quality wood, such as ebony, American walnut,

mahogany, rosewood, olive, oak, elaborate marquetry,

perfect lacquers, fine handmade relief patterns, gold

and silver-leaf finishes are just a few options in the

brand’s catalogue. All of which are designed to age

well and inspire a unique lifestyle narrative.
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Natural, yet sophisticated, committed to excellence but

with a timeless appeal, EARTH, the new collection of

luxury home décor specialist SOHER, has all the

ingredients for a “luxe natural” statement. It pays homage

to nature, where ideas first take shape, but allows clients

the full customization of items.

Each piece of this collection, which includes dining and

living room furniture, has been handcrafted by expert

craftsmen and built with noble materials and a great

attention to details. Colours, materials and shapes capture

the Earth’s beauty and bring its relaxing mood indoors.

Furniture is offered veneered in curly American walnut or

birch wood and is enhanced by a perfect high gloss

lacquer finish and refined bronze details. The ultimate

natural touch is given by the beautiful, original handles,

which are made of cast bronze and perfectly imitate tree

branches. Natural veneers are carefully placed on tops

and fronts to display and enhance the beauty of wood

grain, so that each piece of furniture turns into an

original, exclusive decorative item.
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It includes an amazing, oval-shaped table which is complemented by chairs, with or

without arms, upholstered in nubuck and embellished by an elegant nail head trim

décor.

To accommodate the specific needs of each client and their space, the table can be

made-to-measure in different dimensions and shapes, yet preserving the allure of

the original design.

Featuring a refined, curved design, the

dining set stands out for its charming

appeal and the great care and skill that

go in every piece.
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For an extra stylish 

accent, the table can 

also be paired with an 

amazingly comfortable 

armchair which is 

available in two 

different versions that 

can be mixed and 

matched.
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The sideboard and the cabinet are real standouts that complement the space

adding a great dose of style and function. The sideboard is embellished by

elegant bronze stripes that highlight the drawers, adding glam and dynamism to

the design.

The glam factor is also accentuated by the decoration of the drawers which are

available with an upholstery made of a precious metallic fabric.
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Leather, marble, wood, metal: all the 

natural elements combine in the 

EARTH living room to make you feel at 

one with the world, turning your 

lounge space into a true refuge from 

the stress of the city and professional 

life.

Different models of furniture and 

materials are offered in order to meet 

different tastes and schemes, while 

maintaining the sophisticated, 

harmonious feel which is the 

benchmark of this collection.  The offer 

for this space is composed by two 

different models of three- and two-

seater sofas, armchairs, pouffes, coffee 

and side tables.
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Inspired by mid-century style, the linear design of the 4553 sofa is softened by the

refined buttoning of the back and the golden accents that reinforce its

sophisticated allure. It can be complemented by beautiful coffee and side tables,

with metal bases that recall the angular shapes of the sofas. Highlights of this

composition are the two pouffes that infuse a wilder natural vibe with their faux

snake-skin upholstery. The golden base is the element that brings the collection

together.

On the other hand, with its soft lines 

and button back the 4626BA sofa 

features a fairly traditional style, 

which is reminiscent of the 

Chesterfield style. However, by 

upholstering it in plain nubuck 

leather, it takes an elegant classic-

contemporary look. The original, 

artistic touch is given by the 

stunning coffee and side tables that 

are embellished by marble tops and 

arabesque metal bases, a clear 

reference to the Islamic culture’s 

influence in Spain.
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